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bookcases

KA630 
Bookcase
Can be used with or without contai-
ner KO (which is not included). 
Measurements: 63 x 40 x 70,3 cm.

UZ10621 
Wall shelf 
Ideal for books or kids´ works.
Measurements: 70 x 16,8 x 67,5 cm (LxWxH).

UZ10611 
Cabinet for books 
Cabinet contains 3 shelves with fronts. Can be used also with 
containers, which are sold separately. You can see them on 
page 30.
Measurements: 70 x 40 x 121 cm (LxWxH).

Wheels on the bottom 
allow easy moving 

You can use our foam seats (see 
them on pages 15 - 17) 

to arrange 
reading corners

UZ32001 
Bookcase with compartments 
Ideal for books, magazines, excercisebooks.
Measurements: 45 x 45 x 34 cm (LxHxW).  

shade
MAPLE

shade
MAPLE
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Bookcase on wheels
Dimensions: 74 x 40 x 70 cm (L x W x H).

UZ10636 - beech 
UZ10637 - maple 
UZ106371 - maple with printing 

Cabinets on wheels
- made of chipboard in maple or beech shade

Cabinet for art tools
Dimensions: 74 x 40 x 70 cm (L x W x H).

UZ10602 - beech 
UZ10603 - maple 
UZ106031 - maple with printing 

3 variations:
beech, maple, 

maple with printing

printed on both side boards! quality 
printing with UV lamination, which 

warrants long lasting colours!

practical

printed on both side boards! quality 
printing with UV lamination, which 

warrants long lasting colours!

shade
MAPLE

shade
MAPLE

shade
      BEECH   

easy 
manipulation

shade
      BEECH   

shade
MAPLE

shade
MAPLE
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ok - na str.

Universal trolley

MH11122 
Universal trolley for tools
Trolley is made of chipboard in BEECH shade. Can be 
used with containers from page 103.
Measurements: 90 x 47,5 x 94 cm (LxWxH).

Wheels on the bottom 
allow easy moving 

Containers are sold separately. 
You can find them on page 103.

shade
      BEECH   
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76 cm 90 cm UZ41001 
Multiple - function table 
Made of chipboard in maple shade.
Dimensions: 90 x 58 x 76 cm (L x W x H).
Shade: maple.

wooden conference tables
- made of chipboard

ST090 
Kids´ conference table - round,
- MAPLE 
Height: 37 cm. 
Diameter: 60 cm.

UZ10732 
Kids´ conference table - round,
- BEECH 
Height: 40 cm.
Diameter: 80 cm.

UZ10731 
Kids´ conference table
- rectangle, BEECH 
Height: 40 cm.
Measurements: 80 x 50 cm.

tables

Containers are sold separately. 
You can find them on page 103.

MH11121 
Massive serving table
Construction is made of massive beech wood. 
Shelves are made of laminated chipboard in 
beech shade. 
Space between shelves: 39 cm.
Measurements: 73 x 45 x 80 cm (LxWxH).
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bench for containers

Containers on wheels
Suitable for books or tools. They can be 
used with Bench for containers or with 
Cabinet for books (from page 26).
Measurements: 30 x 35 x 29 cm (LxWxH).

UZ10630 - beech 
UZ10631 - yellow 
UZ10632 - red 
UZ10633 - green 
UZ10634 - blue 
UZ10635 - purple 

UZ10601 
Bench for containers 
Suitable for 2 containers, which are sold 
separately.
Measurements: 70 x 40 x 35 cm (LxWxH).  

MH4522  

Wooden chair with armrests
Construction with armrests is made of massive beech wood. 
Seat and back are made of quality plywood and have ergonomi-
cal shape. Chair is suitable for small kids in kindergartens.
Measurements: 31 x 27,5 x 45 cm (LxWxH).
Seat height: 22 cm.

MH28725  

Table - Chair
Multifunctional chair, which can also be used as a table. 
It is made of beech wood (massive construction + seat 
and back made of plywood). 
2 possible seat heights: 19 or 22 cm.
Table height: 35 cm.
Measurements: 39,5 x 33,5 x 36 cm (HxWxL).

Seat height 19 cm

table

seat height 22 cm

shade
      BEECH   

shade
      BEECH   

shade
      BEECH   

just 
turn 
over

2 seat heights
19 cm a 22 cm
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Multi-purpose desk
Construction of the desk allows more alternatives of usage. The right or left side of the desk can be used 
with the doors with locker, which are sold separately - you can choose from various colours. It can also 

be used with plastic containers, which are sold separately. The next alternative - use it as a PC table, as 
it has holes for cables on the back side. Desk is sold with 2 removable shelves, movable port for keybo-

ard and safe round edges. The desk is made of laminated chipboard in BEECH or MAPLE shade.

Doors for Multi-purpose desk
Doors can be mounted on the right or 
left side of the desk. They are made of 
laminated chipboard and contain locker 
with the key. The price is for 1 piece.
Measurements: 35,5 x 67,7 cm. 

UZ71381 - beech 
UZ71100 - maple 
UZ71143 - yellow 
UZ71329 - orange 
UZ71321 - red 
UZ71522 - light blue 
UZ71630 - light green 

Desk can be used with plastic 
containers, which are sold 

separately. You can find them on 
page 103.

large working 
space

movable 
keyboard port

safe edges

doors can be mounted on the 
right or on the left side.

Multi-purpose desk
Measurements: 150 x 60 x 75,5 cm (LxWxH).

UZ70551 - BEECH shade  
UZ70552 - MAPLE shade 

shade
MAPLE

shade
      BEECH   
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Wooden tables in maple shade 
with adjustable height

Table boards are made of high quality maple chipboard, provided 
with ABS edging with possibility to select from five colours. All ta-

ble edges are rounded for the sake of children´s safety. Each table 
includes 3 extensions for each table leg, which enable adjusting 

the table height to your needs from 40 to 58 cm.

Adjustable table height according 
to the child´s height.

The given height includes 
the table board thickness

tables 
include three 
extensions for 
each table leg

Semi-circle table
Side length: 125 cm.  
Radius: 62,5 cm.

KZ1125/M 
KZ1125/C 
KZ1125/Z 
KZ1125/L 
KZ1125/O 

Rectangle table
Measurements: 125 x 80 cm.

KZ1123/M 
KZ1123/C 
KZ1123/Z 
KZ1123/L 
KZ1123/O 

Round table 90
Diameter: 90 cm.

KZ1124/M 
KZ1124/C 
KZ1124/Z 
KZ1124/L 
KZ1124/O 

Round table 125
Diameter: 125 cm.

KZ1126/M 
KZ1126/C 
KZ1126/Z 
KZ1126/L 
KZ1126/O 

Square table
Side length: 80 cm.

KZ1122/M 
KZ1122/C 
KZ1122/Z 
KZ1122/L 
KZ1122/O 

Hexagon table 80
Side length: 80 cm.
Measurements: 160 x 140 cm.

KZ1121/M 
KZ1121/C 
KZ1121/Z 
KZ1121/L 
KZ1121/O 

Hexagon table 60
Side length: 60 cm.
Measurements: 103 x 117 cm.

KZ1127/M 
KZ1127/C 
KZ1127/Z 
KZ1127/L 
KZ1127/O 

shade
MAPLE
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Wooden tables in beech shade 
with adjustable height

Table boards are made of high quality beech chipboard, provided 
with ABS edging with possibility to select from five colours. All ta-

ble edges are rounded for the sake of children´s safety. Each table 
includes 3 extensions for each table leg, which enable adjusting 

the table height to your needs from 40 to 58 cm.

Square table
Side length: 80 cm.

KZ4477920   
KZ4477921  
KZ4477922  
KZ4477923  
KZ4477924  

Rectangle table
Dimensions: 125 x 80 cm.

KZ4477940   
KZ4477941   
KZ4477942  
KZ4477943  
KZ4477944  

Round table 90
Diameter: 90 cm.

KZ4477950   
KZ4477951   
KZ4477952  
KZ4477953  
KZ4477954 Round table 125

Diameter: 125 cm.

KZ4477910   
KZ4477911   
KZ4477912  
KZ4477913  
KZ4477914  

each corner edge is rounded

Adjustable table height according 
to the child´s height.

The given height includes 
the table board thickness

Semi-circular table
Side length: 125 cm.
Radius: 62,5 cm.

KZ4477960   
KZ4477961   
KZ4477962  
KZ4477963  
KZ4477964  

tables 
include three 
extensions for 
each table leg

shade
      BEECH   
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Wooden tables in beech shade 
with adjustable height

Wooden tables with colour boards 
and adjustable height

Wide range of tables of various shapes, which you can combine to create your own work table sets. Table boards are 
made of high quality beech chipboard with laminated surface, provided with ABS edging with possibility to select from 
five colours. All table edges are rounded for the sake of children´s safety. Each table includes 3 extensions for each 

table leg, which enable adjusting the table height to your needs from 40 to 58 cm.

Trapezoid table
Measurements: 80 x 80 x 125 cm.

KZ4477930   
KZ4477931   
KZ4477932  
KZ4477933  
KZ4477934 

Hexagon table 60
Side length: 60 cm.
Measurements: 103 x 117 cm.

KZ4477970   
KZ4477971   
KZ4477972 
KZ4477973  
KZ4477974  

Hexagon table 80
Side length: 80 cm.
Measurements: 160 x 140 cm.

KZ4477900   
KZ4477901   
KZ4477902 
KZ4477903  
KZ4477904  

Round table 90
with colour board
Measurements: 90 cm.

UZ46042   
UZ46046   
UZ46041   
UZ46044   
UZ46043   

Round table 125
with colour board
Measurements: 125 cm.

UZ45042   
UZ45046  
UZ45041  
UZ45044  
UZ45043  

tables 
include three 
extensions for 
each table leg

shade
      BEECH   
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Wooden tables with colour boards 
and adjustable height

Square table
with colour board
Measurements: 80 x 80 cm.

UZ42042   
UZ42046   
UZ42041  
UZ42044   
UZ42043  

Semi-circular table
with colour board
Side length 125 cm, radius 62,5 cm.

UZ44042   
UZ44046   
UZ44041   
UZ44044   
UZ44043   

Trapezoid table
with colour board
Measurements: 80 x 80 x 125 cm.

UZ43042   
UZ43046   
UZ43041   
UZ43044   
UZ43043  

Rectangle table
with colour board
Measurements: 125 x 80 cm.

UZ41042  
UZ41046   
UZ41041   
UZ41044   
UZ41043   

Hexagon table 60
with colour board
Side length: 60 cm.
Measurements: 103 x 117 cm.

UZ48042   
UZ48046   
UZ48041   
UZ48044   
UZ48043  

Hexagon table 80
with colour board
Side length: 80 cm.
Measurements: 160 x 140 cm.

UZ47042   
UZ47046   
UZ47041   
UZ47044   
UZ47043  
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wooden chairs
- massive wooden construction

- ergonomic seat and back are made of quality plywood 
- stackable

Wooden chair MAPLE
- seat height 34 cm
MH1223/C 
MH1223/M 
MH1223/Z 
MH1223/L 
MH1223/N 
MH1223/O 

Wooden chair MAPLE
- seat height 30 cm
MH1222/C 
MH1222/M 
MH1222/Z 
MH1222/L 
MH1222/N 
MH1222/O 

Wooden chair MAPLE
- seat height 26 cm
MH1221/C    
MH1221/M 
MH1221/Z 
MH1221/L 
MH1221/N 
MH1221/O 

Wooden chair BEECH
- seat height 26 cm
MH1026C  
MH1026M 
MH1026Z  
MH1026L  
MH1026N  
MH1026O  

Wooden chair BEECH
- seat height 30 cm
MH1030C  
MH1030M 
MH1030Z  
MH1030L  
MH1030N  
MH1030O  Wooden chair BEECH

- seat height 34 cm
MH1034C  
MH1034M 
MH1034Z  
MH1034L  
MH1034N  
MH1034O  

Wooden chair MAPLE
- seat height 38 cm
MH1224/C   
MH1224/M   
MH1224/Z    
MH1224/L  
MH1224/N   
MH1224/O   

Wooden chair BEECH
- seat height 38 cm
MH1038C   
MH1038M   
MH1038Z  
MH1038L   
MH1038N   
MH1038O   


